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You can sponsor a
deserving medical student to attend
BRI's Leadership Conference 2016
. . . so they can continue doing amazing
work for healthcare freedom!
Greetings!

January 25, 2016

It all starts with a spark.
It could start with the spark you feel when you read about freedom, free markets, or
entrepreneurship. Or, the spark you feel when you hear ideas for the first time that just make
sense, giving you insight into solutions outside currently accepted norms. It could start with
the spark you feel when the way things are going just doesn't seem right, and you know there
must be a better way.
BRI flames that spark into knowledge and skills, empowering medical students to take their
learning and understanding to the next level of action. Our goal is to empower them to
become

Doctor-Leaders and Doctor-Advocates.
At BRI's annual Leadership Conference, medical students learn to understand healthcare
policy as it is, and how it could be under a free market system. The conference helps them
fulfill their desire to help people, and also to have great lives as doctors.
You can help a deserving medical student attend BRI's Leadership Conference 2016.
It costs approximately $1000 per student to attend, including transportation, hotel,
meals and materials.
The button below will take you to our Membership & Donations application, where you can
make an additional contribution and earmark it for a student to attend the conference. Please
give as generously as you can. Thank you.
SPONSOR A STUDENT

BRI Students'
accomplishments
BRI students continue to participate in leadership
activities beyond the conference. Several have held
coveted internships with well-known free market think
tanks. Others have written policy papers that have
Haran Sivakumar, BRI-Icahn president, on
directly influenced state healthcare legislation. And
the importance of medical students
understanding healthcare policy.
every month, these bright, passionate students
produce BRI events to help spread the word about
healthcare freedom and the importance of preserving the doctor-patient relationship.

READ: Free Market Solutions in Healthcare
In partnership for healthcare freedom and preserving the doctor-patient relationship,

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

WANT MORE PROOF
OF WHAT BRI
STUDENTS HAVE
ACHIEVED?
Just in the fall semester of 2015
alone, BRI student leaders have
produced tremendous results that
we're very proud of.
Read our Fall Report 2015 and
find out why supporting a
deserving medical student to
attend the conference will pay
dividends beyond what we can
even imagine today.

READ THE REPORT

More VIDEOS: This is what BRI students do!
BRI's YouTube Channel is full of videos from BRI student-produced debates and lectures.
Here you will see such thought-provoking subjects as:
Be it resolved: For-Profit healthcare is better for patients.
Poverty as a Determinant of Health - Markets as the Cure
Physician-Aided Dying: Should it be legal? - BRI Debate at Dartmouth
... and many more.
BRI's YouTube Channel
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